
LEARNING KIT

https://lightwalls.co.uk
https://protopixel.io




“The principal person in a picture is light”

Èduard Manet
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Find a flat surface near to an A/C outlet.

Then open the suitcase and continue....

GET
STARTED01
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CONTENTS

Light Walls Light Bar RGBW 50cm 29px

Light Walls Matrix 16x16 RGBW with White Diffusor

Light Walls Additional Diffusor Panel

ProtoPixel WiFi Controller

ProtoPixel Node

Portable Travel Router

Power Supply

MEET
THE
KIT02
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Take the power cord from the inside of the light 

diffuser and plug it from the right side of the Kit 

to your nearest A/C outlet. 

You will see how the Kit lights up and the 

warming up sequence begins. 

NOTE
The warming up sequence will take up to 1:30 

minutes to have everything ready so be patient.

YOU’VE
GOT THE
POWER03
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You have three options: 

1 Scan the QR Code on top of the Router.

2 Scan the QR Code found in this page.

3 Find the Access Point under the list of network 

devices in your phone and enter the password.

CONNECT
TO THE KIT04

SSID: LearningKit-001

password: goodlife
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Make sure you are connected to the Learning 

Kit’s Wi-Fi Network. Pick any of the following 

paths:

1 Scan the QR Code on top of the ProtoPixel 

Node.

2 Scan the QR Code in this page.          
3 Navigate to http://192.168.8.3/manager from 

any browser.

ACCESS
THE
APP05

http://192.168.8.3/manager
http://192.168.8.3/manager
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The ProtoPixel Manager App is your intro tool to 

the dynamic lighting world. Deep dive into the 

interactive scenes to get a full experience.

TRY IT
OUT06
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SCENE

Here is where the light begins.

Feel how you can control professional lighting 

from any device.

Select from scenes made with ProtoPixel Create, 

control key parameters to personalise your 

lighting experience and manage zones separately.

WELCOME
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SCENE

The most simple example on how to use the 

system.

Offers an example of how illumination can be 

done for the everyday use.

Try out to customize each of the colors from the 

zones.

WHITE
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SCENE

Use the interact button and select from a list of 

discover which atmosphere is better for you.

AMBIENCE
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SCENE

A scene that demonstrates motion in light.

Experiment how motion affects the environment 

and adjust things like colour or animation styles.

DYNAMIC
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SCENE

Use the Microphone Input as the source for 

movement and colour. 

AUDIO 
REACTIVE
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SCENE

Paint each fixture individually or together, pixel 

by pixel

Get creative and discover the capabilities as well 

as the interactive side of the platform.

PAINT



https://lightwalls.co.uk
https://protopixel.io

